
The Vortex Whole House Water Refiner
The environmentally-friendly tank design eliminates the need for two 

systems by combining two medias into one tank. The carbon also protects 

the resin from highly chlorinated water, helping avoid unnecessary mineral 

replacement, saving you time and money.

Microprocessor-based control — the smart way to customize system performance

Displays water usage and system history

The battery backup maintains time of day

High flow rates sustain household water pressure, even with multiple users

The Vortex eliminates hardness and chlorine with
just one tank, saving money,water and resources.
The environmentally-friendly tank design eliminates the need for two systems 

by combining two medias into one tank. The carbon also protects the resin from 

highly chlorinated water, helping avoid unnecessary mineral replacement, saving 

you time and money. The result is crystal clear … superior performance and 

efficiencies, with the clear, soft, odor-free water you want and need.

Our Most Environmentally-Friendly Water Softener
No replacement filters needed

Complete adjustability allows for less salt and water usage

Use less soap, shampoo and detergents

ONE TANK! No second backwash filter needed

Clothing lasts longer — less color fade, longer life

Less wear and tear on plumbing and appliances

No hard water buildup in water heaters — longer appliance life

Call us at (763) 252-7701 or visit commers.com to set up a free water test

With proportional brining, the unit only will use the exact amount of salt 
necessary for regeneration

Softens and filters, thereby producing a higher level of water quality than
softening alone

The unit includes an anti condensation jacket

As efficient as a twin tank system

7 year warranty on all parts and a lifetime warranty on the tanks

Can be customized and sized to fit your family’s needs



The Perfect Defense Against 
Municipal Water Conditions

The Best Water For Your Family
The Commers Vortex System delivers soft, conditioned, chlorine 
and chemical free water to every tap, tub and shower 
throughout the home. Your home is protected from the scaling, 
mineral deposits, and service problems caused by hard water, and 
your family is protected from potential health hazards associated 
with chlorine and other chemicals. The System reduces irritation, 
rashes, and possible health risks due to the absorption of harmful 
chemicals through your skin, while also protecting against the 
inhalation of chemical vapors in the shower.

Commers: Your family owned Minnesota water treatment experts. 
Manufacturer of customized water teatment products for the Twin Cities since 1947. 

Blaine - (763) 252-7701   |   Golden Valley - (952) 746-4200  |  Burnsville - (952) 898-1300

Visit us online at www.commers.com

The Commers Whole House Vortex 
System effectively reduces or removes:

The Vortex® water conditioner is ideal for reducing levels of hardness while also handling 
common odor and taste problems associated with municipal water. Configured with 
high-performance resin media and activated carbon, this system not only serves to soften 
water but also acts as a filter, removing chlorine and other unwanted tastes.

The Vortex conditioner features the W.E.T. system, our newest and most advanced 
microprocessor-based valve system. This revolutionary controller allows your Vortex 
system to be fine-tuned to your specific water treatment needs and serves as the 
system gatekeeper to minimize water and salt consumption.
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Prevent Salt Depletion 
with a Salt Monitor
Our salt monitor tests the brine 
every cleaning cycle. When levels are 
low, an alarm reminds you to add salt.


